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Building of Student Union to resume
o Construction,
which has been
delayed due to contract disputes, will
start again Sept. 1. By JILL QUINZI
Staff Writer
For years the future Student Union has been a
fenced-in, weedy area. Construction had obviously
begun, but never had been
completed.
Construction of the new
Student Union Building will
begin again Sept. 7.
Not only will it become
the largest building on campus, but it will become one
of the largest student unions
among the Florida state university system.
It will extend from behind the Ii brary to the rear
of the Business Administration Building.
Progress on the project
was made this summer by
the University of Central

Florida's administration and
by Student Government.
UCF was awarded $4.8
million this summer in capital improvement trust funds,
which are small construction fees paid by all students
in the Florida university system. With this fund the entire building can be built
over a two-year span.
Had the building been
built in 1989, when originally scheduled, the normal
functioning of the building
would have been interrupted.
Square footage additions
this yeC\r using this
summer's allocations would
have interrupted construction, said Joe Justin, vice·
president of SG.
The P,roject was delayed ·
over the years due to contract bid disputes and because the design was
changed from paneling,
which has a tenden~y to leak,
to sturdier brick.
The Board of Regents
will approve UCF's options
when it meets with the chan-
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The past construction area for the student union. In a few years this area
will be UCF's largest building ... the new student ~nion.
cellor this week. The most- add on improvements at a
wanted option is for the later time, said Justin. "We
union to be built all at once, are getting the most and best
instead of in intermediate for our money this way," he
· said.
phases.
This will be a much
So far, the sight has been
cheaper and more conve- cleared, utilities are innient process thari having to stalled and a fully-lit board-

,

walk between the future student union and a parking lot
has been built, said Chris
Marlin, Student Govenment
president.
The first floor of the

UNION continued pg. 6
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o The sophomore was shot

"We arrived before Gadhia was
shot, but we were not aware he had
been shot until after we had started the
chase. Officers left behind saw Gadhia
walk into the lobby and then realized
he had been shot," said Officer Brian
Pagels of the Oviedo Police Department.
A UCF : : : : : : : hospita!Ued
The assailant was captured six
hours later after a chase lead to north
Orange County.
Joseph Ruiz, 27, a former employee
working attheSubway
of the Subway Shop
store in Oviedo.
at Tuskawilla and Red
Gadhia called Jill
Bug Lake Roads was
Marts, the manager of
He is just friendly to arrested and charged
the store, pleading for
with armed robbery,
the safe combination. everyone; a real
aggravated battery
Marts gave him the in- nice guy.
and attempted murstructions after hearing
der.
the gunman breathing -Lynda Brueckner
Ruiz is being
Subway co-worker
heavily over the line.
held in the Orange
Gadhia begged for
County jail without
the number, saying that
bond, even though he
he was going to be killed according to was arrested and charged in Seminole
Marts' accounts to Oviedo police.
County.
A relative of Marts phoned police,
Leading to Ruiz's arrest, he was
who were able to surround the Subway
SHOOTING continued page 5
before the assailant had fled.

in the head as his boss
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Greek Park remembers students
By HEATHER AS CHE
News Editor

UCF's Greeks gathered in front
of the Zeta House Aug. 23 for a
candlelight memorial for two students who were members of the

greek community.
Ryan Kiesel and Richard Conley
were remembered as young men who
were hard-working and dedicated
to friends and responsibilities.
Conley died in a car accident this

SERVICE continued page 5
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Promising to change The
University of Central Florida
into a great metropolitan university, Dr. Gary E. Whitehouse
was appointed provost.
The former dean of engineering at UCF will be taking
responsibility for academic affairs. He brings with him a career in industrial engineering
and management.
"I have long been a strong
supporter of effective partnerships," said Whitehouse, in a
June30memo. "Theconceptof
team work is a high priority, and

•

Engineering
names new
interim dean
By CAIBARINE ROONAS
Contributing Writer
"Loveanengineer." Atleast
that is what is on buttons passed
out by the interim dean of engineering.
Dr. Marty Wanielista is
serving as interim dean.
Wanielista - who is in the
running for the pennanent job
as dean - has been working at

ments to work."
Whitehouse said he wants to
transform UCF.
"Improvements in student
services, research support, computing, classroom technology
and library holdings are a high
priority/' said Whitehouse. "I
also look forward to working ...
to develop programs to attract
the highest quality of students."_
Whitehouse has served as
deanofengineeringsince 1988.
He was chair of industrial engiGary E. Whitehouse
neering and management systems from 1978-83 and was
"Wehaveabigjobaheadof
chairof engineeringmathemat- us," said Whitehouse, "but I
ics and computer systems from know we can achieve great
1978-83.
things."
UCF for 24 years. He started
working as an associate professor. Since then he has moved
through the ranks and has been
director of research, an associate dean and chairperson of the
department of civil engineering
and, of course, he earned his
full professorship.
Wanielista was hired as interim dean in mid-June. He described his new position as a
mix of service and perfonnance.
"If you deal with the students personally and try to meet
their needs efficiently, you are
helping to make the University
better," he said.

During Wanielista's term,
a university-wide service program called "U and I" has
evolved.
U and I stands for understanding and interest; as in UCF
can have an understanding of
what the community needs in
new graduates, and the community develops an interest in
the graduates because of their
training.
Wanielista explained that
this is not a new idea, but it has
been emphasized to increase
performance.
Wanielista will remain interim dean until a permanent
dean will be chosen.

•

News Bits
Women
helping
women conference
"Women
Helping
Women in Business" Conference, a state-wide business strategy conference for
women, is being sponsored
by the Small Business Development Center (in the
College of Business Administration) with the U.S.
Small Business Administration, the Florida Small Business Development Center
Network and the Women's
Business Educational
Council.
The conference will also
feature a Resource Fair of
over 50 exhibitors and will
be Oct. 8 and 9 at the Orlando Centroplex (Expo
Center). For more infonnation call Cathy Pittari at 8235554.

Arboretum festival
UCF's Arboretum is celebrating its 10th Anniversary

with a festival Saturday, Oct.
30 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

The day will include bluegrass and dixieland music, educational symposiums, Arboretum nature trails tours, a
plant sale, storytelling and a
$1 raffle with a prizes of airline tickets, artwork, trees and
other items.
Pizza Hut will be selling
pizza. A children's area will
have face painting, jugglers, a
magic show, clowns anda performance of a musical from
the UCF Theatre Department.

Join the89.9 news team
WUCF-FM is looking for
volunteers to write, report, anchor, etc... For more infonnation call 823-2444.

This week from CAB
CAB is sponsoring an
Activities Fair Wednesday at
noon on the Student Center
Green.
"Jaws" will be shown at
the Recreational Services
pool at 8 p.m. Thursday.
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President's
National
Service .Act
passes 1n
House
By ALAN BYRD
News Editor
A bill providing students
$4,725 per year for two years
in exchange for community
service passed the House of
Representatives this summer.
In its first year, the bill

would offer the money to
25 ,000 students. The program
hopes to grow to 150,000 students by 1997.
Students working in community service would be paid a
minimum wage stipend, by
grants from the Corporation for
National Service, and would
receive health care and child
care.
Eighty-five percent of the
stipends would be paid for by
the national government, with
the other 15 percent paid by the
organization.
Grants would be issued to
state and local governments,
Native American tribes, public
and private nonprofit organi-

zations and universities.
The bill also includes a
stipulation that no for-profit
businesses, labor unions, political parties nor religious organizations will be helped .
According to the bill, students must work "a minimum
of 1,700 hours during a fulltime period of nine months to a
year or a part-time period of
one to two years" of community service.
Students must be 17 years
old or older, and the reward
must be used within five years
of the community service.
"It's a good idea," said
Mary McKinney, director of
the Financial Aid at the Uni-

versity of Central Florida.
However, she added, "the program as funded is only a small
tip of the iceberg.,,
The act's original cost originated by President Clinton
- would be $394 million.
"I think it is to expensive
of a program," said CongressmanBillMcCollum (Rep.-FL).
"We are biting off more than
we can chew. It's not good for
the country at this time."
The $394 million would be
usej for .the scholarships, stipends and other executive
costs.
Rewards given to the students do not necessarily have
to go only to tuition.

They can repay outstanding student loans and pay for
the interest on the loans.
The money would not be
taxable.
According to a fact sheet
released by the Administration,
participants would be "recruited and selected by approved local programs."
A national or State center
will be set up to help students
with information orfindingjobs
in local programs.
WithL1Uspxgrar.i, "weare
paying young people to take
jobs," said McCollum. "I would
much rather give scholarship
money to a person who volunteers their time."
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Adjuncts bring
new classes
to life at UCF
By BRANDY PEKTOR
Staff Writer

•

•

Everyone will have an adjunct at some
{X>int in college. With the rise in the nwnber
of adjucts teaching at the University of Central Florida, the chance ofleaming in a class
taught by one has also risen.
According to the dictionary, an adjuct is
"a secondary or nonessential addition.''
At UCF, the definition is different, as
adjuncts allow form ore classes to be taught
An adjunct is a person employed parttime to teach an average ofone to two classes
per semester.
Some adjuncts teach in more tha.11 one
dqxument,likeSharlereRoeder, who teaches

two Fllglish classes and three hwnanilies
classes.
AdjlIDCtS are on the rise, with an estimated 80 to 100 adjlIDCtS in the sclrol of
Arts and Sciences, which is a definite increase according to Kathryn Seidel, associate dean ofthe College ofArts and Sciences.
But are they qualified as professors?
''The adjuncts must meet the minimum requirements," Seidel said. "We 're very fortunate because many have earned their Ph.D.
and were employed by local industries such
as the Kennedy Space Center and Martin
Marietta''

Roeder, whoisinherthird year as aUCF
adjunct, has earned a master's degree in
English literature and a bachelor's degree in
hwnanities.
Adjunct teachers usually share an office.
Roeder was fortunate to have her own desk.
''It'stoughtosharewithfiveotherpeople,"
she said.
Because of adjuncts, UCF is able to
allow more classes to be offered, which
pleases students, regardless of the teacher.

Greek brothers honored in service
SERVICE continued from 1
past summer, and Kiesel died in a
boating accident this August.
Kiesel was a brother of Pi Kappa Alpha and Conley was a brother of Alpha
Tau Omega.
"Rich was the funniest guy I knew,"
said Chris Marlin, Student Government
president. "I used to call up his answering
machine at least three times a week just to
listen to his messages.
"He was a great guy and a big part of
Student Government. He was loved by
everyone and always made people laugh.
"Ryan's death has had a real impact on

our fraternity. It was a reality break for all
the brothers to understand how quickly
something can be taken away," said Marlin.
"I don't understand why it's always the
really good-naturedpeoplewhodieearly,'.'
said Chris Towery, a brother of Alpha
Tau Omega. "It just makes their passing
so much harder to accept."
During the ceremony, a minister from
UCFs campus ministries and brothers
from both fraternities spoke. Amy Reese
from Zeta Tau Alpha sang "Amazing
Grace."
At the conclusion of the memorial,'
candles were lit to honor both men and a
moµlent of silence was held.

Student in,stable condition
after shooting incident
SHOOTING continued from pg 1 friendly to everyone; a really nice guy."
The Patient Care Coordinator at
involved in a collision at Highway 50 Orlando Regional Medical Center said
and State Road 436.
that Gadhia is in stable condition as of
"The accident caused him to blow Sunday.
out one front tire and then the other one
Doctors decided not to remove
went because he was still traveling about the bullet from Gadhia's jaw, said his
90 mph," said Pagels.
father, Harish Gadhia, in The Orlando
"He wore the rims down, which Sentinel.
made the front of the car drop. At about
Acco!"ding to friends, Gadhia is
Howell Branch Road, the power cut out doing well.
and he was forced to get out and run,
"He's in very good spirits despite
which is when we finally caught him," the traumatic experience, but he alsaid Pagels.
ways has been a good fighter," his
According to Pagels, Ruiz was ar- father said in The Orlando Sentinel.
rested in Orange County, and he needed
to be booked and processed there and
will later be moved to Seminole County
jail.
The police believe that the assailant entered the Subway Sandwich Shop
by befriending the clerk.
"We are not absolutely sure, but we
think he befriended the clerk because
Ruiz was wearing a Subway shirt and
hat, and the clerk allowed him into the
store," Pagels said.
If Ruiz is convicted, he could receive a life jail sentence for attempted
murder.
Gadhia had worked at the Subway
for less than two weeks. He wanted to
buy a car.
"He is really big into sports, like
Shaquille O'Neal; he talked about him
all the time," said Lynda Brueckner, a
co-worker at Subway. "He is just

International Calculator
Announces:

--~

Two great HP 48 calculators
to choose from:
•HP 48GX Graphic
Expandable

•HP 4SG Graphic
32-KD RAM built in.
All IIP 48GX features

The b~st. calculator for .
your education and your
~m·e<'r - 128 KB of RAM
built. in, plus expandability.

indudC'.<l ('XCC'pt plug-in options. An excellent choice
\\:.!ten plug-in e)qxmdability is not a requirement.

Call Don O' Rourke at 898-0081
International Calculator & Computer, 2916 Corrine Dr.
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Orientation team eases transition to college
By ROSIBEL MONSERRATE

Staff Writer
Orientation Team eases the
transition to college for 2,000
freshman.
For six two-day sessions,
32 0-Teamers answered questions and provided valuable infonnation about UCF and its
services to new students.
Orientation sessions allow
freshman to preview college
before the first day of classes.
0-Team emphasizes the transition to college and provides academic infonnation and hints.
During the sessions, classes,
attendance, books, grades and
deadlines are discussed, as well
as the differences between high
school and college.
Orientation Team encourages students to become involved with Student Government, Campus Activities Board,

Game room,
restaurants
1n new union
I

Inter-Hall Council, Greek organization, or any of other 155
campus clubs and organizations.
The team feels campus
involvement enhances students' education and grades.
"The best part of Orientation is helping freshman
become more excited about
0 11r university," 0-Teamer
Mike Bosley said .
"Orientation is a great
experience for [freshman],"
Reed Knowlton of the Orientation Team said. "Orientation gets students excited
about UCF."
Four transfer orientation
sessions addressed the needs
and concerns of transfer students.
0-Team was founded 21
years ago as a ·way to provide incoming students with
a positive university experience and to demonstrate sin-

cere caring and accent on
the individual.
Jimmie Ferrell, Student
Center Director, emphasizes
the importance of relevant and
timely infonnation.
Misinformation is easy in a
bureaucracy, he said; new
people come in, phone numbers change, offices are relocated.

Orientation Team consists
of 32 individuals who are welltrained on all aspects of UCF
and campus life. The members
of this year's team were selected from over 120 applicants.
Those students who are interested in Orientation Team
must attend an information
meeting in February.

•

The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-busting
HP48G
•

UNION continued from 1
building will have a game
room, pub, a congregational
area, a food court and retail
shops.
The second floor will
have conference areas,
multi-purp

0 ·S

e

•- rooms,
club and

Chris Marlin

They must then fill out an
application and answer essay
questions about themselves.
Two interviews are also required, one group and the other
individual.
Orientation Team is ready
to answer student concerns
about UCF year round. 0-Team
is located in room 198 of the
Studen~ Center.

rooms' a
computer
center and a small banquet
hall.
The third floor will have
a university dining room, a
director of student union
office and a 12,000 square
.foot banquet room which
will be the primary revenue
generator for the union.
"The beauty of the building is that its focus is on the
students, it will be operated
for and by students and the
money it generates will go
directly into student activities and services," Marlin
said.
UCF is the only Florida
state university without a
student union.
Student Government will
ensure a university inspector - who will be placed on
sight during the construction - will represent the
needs and wants of the students and the university.

Check it out
The new HP 48G graphic calculator gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.
Get more
·Push a button, choose from the
pull-down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data is that easy.
·View 3-D graphs.
·Access over 300 built-in equations.
· Perlorrn algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values.
· Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper.
·Work with different units of
measure. The HP 48G will convert
them for you. For example, enter
inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation it'll convert them.
Get more ... for less
·Compare prices - the HP 48G fits
your budget.
Special introductory offer*
When you buy an HP 48G or
HP 48GX, you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for connecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard,
or store HP 48 files and programs
on your desktop PC.
Pick up a coupon at your college
bookstore.
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Getting helpforfriends
thinking of suicide

N

otlling seems to compare to the feelings of
devastation and grief left by a suicide.
The nationwide attention over the suicide of Deputy
White House Counsel Vince Foster has left many wondering why a seemingly stable person would take his
ownlife. WhilewemayneverknowwhyFostcrcommitted suicide, we can use this tragedy as an opportunity to
address this issue as it relates to college life.
Though there are no firm statistics on college suicide,
some mental health experts see its potential rise. They
attribute this to many factors, including depressed job
markets, decreased marketability of college graduates,
failed relationships and other pressures related to the
high expectations placed upon college students.
While these are prevalent conditions faced by most
college students, the question remains as to what actually
makes someone consider suicide.
The answer is that no one generalization can be made
to explain why people consider suicide. The motivations
for suicide are often complex and nonassuming. The
pressures of academics are not necessarily the cause, but
often instead trigger unresolved problems that have been
with the ~rson for some time. The net effect can cause
a overwhelming feeling of hopelessness and worthlessness.
While the underlying problems that lead to thoughts
of suicide may not be apparent, there is a consistency of
symptoms that are evident. When someone says he or
she would "rather be dead" or is going to kill his or
hcrse1 f, such statements should be taken seriously. Feelings of worthlessness, giving away possessions and
radical atti tudc changes reinforce the seriousness of such
statements.
If you or someone you know exhibits these symptoms, he or she should seek counseling. There are many
places where students at UCF can get help. for those
with strong religious ties, spiritual counseling is available in the Student Center. Other forms of counseling are
available at the University Counseling and Testing Center, located in Recreational Services, room 203.
These counseling services are used by many UCF
studentli with a variety of needs. They are valuable
resources and 011c should avail themselves of them. If
you know someone considering suicide, refer them to
one of these services. If the person refuses to go to
counseling, still let a campus counselor know your
friend '.s situation. While no one can force another to go
to counseling, this will still allow the counselor to begin
a process ofcontacting the person, which could make the
difference later.
No matter what environment suicide occurs, its
nature remains the same. Suicide is not an act of strength,
nor is it a noble end. It is a permanent solution to a
temporary problem. It not only ends a life, but leaves
unimaginable devastation for those who are left behind.
Despite the problems one may have, it is an act that has
and never will have any justification.
While many unique and special individuals have been
lost through suicide, still something can been learned
from their tragedies; they heighten our awareness to the
warning signs of suicide and are sensitive to others'
problems. By recognizing suicide's symptoms and utilizing the counseling services available, one can regain
positive control over his or her life and apotential tragedy
can be avoided.
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The alternative UCF mascots

H

ow to derive maximum en
j0yment of this and all future Le Soapbox columns in six
easy steps:
.
1. Raise your hands in the air.
2. Wave them like you just
don't care.

3. Say, "Yeah!"
4. Say, "Hell yeah!"
5. Say, "Hell fucking yeah!" (Note: Step5 is optional,
only do Step 5 if you think this column "rocks.")
6. Lather. Rinse. Repeat.
Are you deriving maximum enjoyment of this? If you
answered "yes!" to that question, then please, I ·beseech
thee, keep reading man, keep reading!
I toss. I turn. I try to count sheep. But oh me! Oh my!
I just can't sleep.
The Great Mascot Controversy is to blame for my
insomnia. Will it be the Sharlcs, or will it still be the
Knights? Ijustdon'tknow,my fellow Americans, ljust
don't know.
But I do know this.
They both suck.
It's certainly a sad state of affairs to say the least, so
this week's column, submitted for everyone's approval,
is chock full of alternative mascot ideas.
Why don't we call ourselves the UCFFighting Commuters? It's a mascot we could all certainly identify with,
at least more so than a shark or a knight.
Or how about a mascot that would instill fear into the
opposition: The University of Central Florida Sid Vicious? We could be the only school in the USA whose
mascot is represented by a late, lamented, crack addict
who killed his girlfriend. We could dress somebody up
like Sidney at football games and he could go to the
opponents' bleachers and spit on them.
We need a mascot that's representative of the community, so how about the UCF Strip Malls?
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When you get right down to it, we could be anything.
Knights or Sharks?
Yawn. Why be the six kajillionth university with a
shalk for a mascot when we could be the UCF Foot
Fetishists? Why be a knight when you can be a Raging
Proctologist? I would love to hear Brent Mussburger say
something like, " ... and here come the Raging Proctologists of the University of Central Florida, storming the
field, ready fo.r action!''
Wouldn't it be great if we were called the UCF Lou
Reeds? At the games we could get dress some guy up in
.fishnet stockings and have him croon "Walk On the Wild
Side."
Screw these marlceting strategies to sell UCF merchandise; let's be .creative. Some other ideas I came up
with were the Arts Deprived, the Nittany Koosh Balls,
the Bike Police (a dumb, yet ferocious mascot, like the
Arkansas Razorbacks), the Captain Cavemen, the John
Shadgett's (a mascot that would symbolize how things
are handled here), the Menopausal Qld Women, the Zen
Buddhists, the Lovers of Fine Wine, the Parliament
Funkadelics, and the Libido Crushers.
The possibilities are endless. We could even be the
UCF Costellos. There just aren't enough drunken, smartass mascots who always look bored or half-asleep. It's
something this nation needs, and we need it now.
Well I guess that's all for this week. Remember kids,
get your "Don't BJame Me. I voted for Frog the Lazy
Bastard" T-shirts, available from all UCF Bicycle
Policepersons forthelow,lowpriceof$5. You'll be glad
you did.
Bye now.
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Keep an open mind when pledging this fall

W

lcome freshman. Welcome back upper
classmen. After a long, hot summer it's great
to be back.
It's that time of the year again! Hundreds of anxious
young men are exploring the wonderful world of Greek
life in what is known as Fraternity Rush and, eventually,
pledgehood. These young men are ultimately making
what might be the biggest decision of the school yearwhether or not to pledge, and if so, which fraternity?
It wasn't so long ago that I was the nervous freshman
roaming from booth to booth, trying to remembernames
and faces. I rushed a total of nine fraternities between
both semesters, but the final decision came down between two. I wanted to make certain thatl wasmakingthe
right decision for the right reason. I wanted to ensure
myself that I was going to pledge because it was something I wanted to do, not something I was pressured into
doing. I had to get my priorities straight. "I'm here to
study ... and maybe party ... a little."
I accepted a bid from a fraternity with the assumption
that my education would come first and everything else
would follow. With confidence, I began pledging, committing my precious time and hard-asked-for money,
even though I didn't have the faintest idea what the hell
I was doing.
If you read any of my columns last semester, you
know that I have been very vocal in criticizing both
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Greeks and non-Greeks (Independents). Nevertheless,
my opinion remains unchanged. I believe everyone
should give Greek life a chance. What's the worst that
could happen? You '11 meet people? That doesn't sound
so bad, and since it is the beginning of the school year, it
can't hurt to be resourceful.
Last week, I meet an on-campus freshman, Andy,
who is interested in rushing a fraternity this fall. His
intrigue of Greek life was reminiscent of my excitement
during my first semester at UCF. Since I have already
traveled down the road Andy is traveling, I feel it's my
duty to give Andy and anyone else interested in Greek
life a few bits of advice. When rushing or pledging,
remember to:
1. Ask questions. Don't be timid about this. Most
questions you have are common concerns of all rushees
and pledges. Answers to many of these questions are
offered upon request only.
2. Be yourself; avoid putting on a front. This sounds
obvious, but it's easy to go along with what's happening_
when everyone else looks like he or she is having fun.
3. Explore all options. Don't limit yourself. Because

yourfriendisAlphaBetaThetadoesn'tnecessarilymean
you should be, too. Keep an open mind. See what's out
there.
4. Be conversational. Don't always wait to be approached, and don't always be the one who nods in
agreement during a conversation. Show that you have
opinions, too.
5. Learn names. This is a big one. Don't offend a
brother you've been introduced to three times by asking,
"Have we met?" Big mistake!
6. DON'T BEUEVE EVERYTHING YOU SEE OR
HEAR!!! As a student who rushed twice before pledging, I know that during rush, fraternities only put their
best feet forward. There's another side to Greek life.
7. Once you've made your decision, be proud! It's
natural to have second thoughts after accepting or declining a bid from fratemity. After all, you've probably never
done this before. Remember, the choice you make is your
own (hopefully), and therefore, you should take pride.
Despite what I listed above, the most important rules
are to have a good time and to make friends. Try
something new! Before long, the weight of the semester
will take it's toll, and everyone knows that the best days
in college occur the first few weeks of school. For you
die-hard non-Greeks out there who refuse to give what I
have said a chance, that's fine, but you '11 always be stuck
asking yourself, "What if?"
Ciao for now.
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Changing sex.roles leave justice behind
r

B

eing back in school makes me really appreciate
how blessed the city of Orlando is with beautiful
women. There are just so many attractive
women to see that everything goes by me in a whiplashlike blur. I get dizzy spinning around to admire all the
beautiful young ladies of every nationalit)' who attend
UCF. I do not mean to sound like a misogynist by
quantifying women as mere objects, but on a short stroll
across campus, one cannot help but say, "Whoomp!
There it is."
Unfortunately, our generation is living in the transitional age of the gray area. There are many discrepancies
and conflicting views concerning sexual harassment,
rape and especially date rape. Many of the defining
factors for these issues are changing as we usher into a
new era of individual rights and sexuality.
Rape was a theme on "Larry King Live., the other
night. The topic was·about how the court denied Mike
Tyson's first appeal ofhis rape conviction. The guests on
the show included Mike Tyson's lawyer, Alan
Dershowitz, fonnerTyson promoter Don King and Ruth
Jones, staff attorney for the National Organization of
Women.
I am no lawyer, but I honestly and objectively think
that Mike Tyson did not get a fair trial by any stretch of
the imagination. However, Ruth Jones sternly insisted
that Tyson is guilty. I think she said something about
Tyson being a man and having testosterone, so naturally
he was guilty. I found it a bit ironic that Ruth Jones was
so strongly biased about Tyson's trial. It is od1 that she
and her fellow "NOWians" are so anti-men, considering

I have not seen many women in NOW that I would want
to rape anyway.
Unlike Ruth Jones, Alan Dershowitz and Don King
prese:11ted valid points in favorofTyson's appeal. They
did not argue that Tyson was guilty or innocent, but rather
that he was not given a fair trial.
Point one: The prosecutor was allowed to pick the
judge. That is about as fair as giving a car dealer a big
chunk of money and trusting him to give you the best
deal, especially since the judge was a fonner rape prosecutor and a rape victim counselor. She could not possibly have an objective point of view concerning rape.
Point two: Evidence about Desire Washington's
past, particularly the part about her falsely accusing a
person of rape in high school, was not allowed to be
submitted as evidence.
Point three: The fact that she had already signed an
agreement to sue Tyson in a civil suit for $30 million was
also not disclosed.
Lastly, several key witnesses stating that they had
seen Mike and Desire engaging in foreplay prior to
entering the hotel were not allowed to testify.
Rape is a horrible thing, but I think that Mike Tyson's .
story has a little more truth and substance to it than people
think.
Why would a man with the wealth and influence of

,

Mike Tyson, who could have almost any woman in the
world anyway, commit a desperate act like rape? Washington certainly stood to gain more from the whole
situation. She willingly accepted Mike Tyson's phone
invitation to go out at 2 a.m. and later willingly accompanied him to his room.
Also, the examining doctors founo no evidence of a
physical struggle. You would think that ifa man who was
once the heavyweight champion of the world decided to
rape you, there would be some physical evidence on you.r
body, even if it was 27 hours after the fact.
Several women have stated that Mike Tyson likes a
rougherstyleofsexthanmostpeople. Maybe Washington did not like that style. This should not qualify as rape.
This would result in a law that is based not on ~hat you
do, but who you do it with.
1be law says that you are innocent until proven
guilty. Washington filed the charges, so she should be
responsible for most of the burden of proof. Where was
the evidence? It is amazing to me that she did not prove
Tyson raped her (no hard evidence); rather the jury chose
to believe one person's testimony over another's. Many
jury members also commented that if they had been
presented with the withheld evidence, they would have
ruled in favor of Tyson.
It makes a mockery of the justice system for Tyson
not to be granted a new and fair trial. I think the
predicament is best summed up by a lyric from Chuck D
of Public Enemy in the song "Hazy Shade of Criminal:"
"!never liked what I saw in the !:iw, !!:c!ar.a trees hangin'
us instead of ]eaves."
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Focus on fun & friends. Make a differ- Diamond engagement ring. 1/2 carat.
ence. Get involved. Join Angel Flight! 1-1 clarity. White round. Appraised $1500
Rush tomorrow & Friday at ?pm . Trialer sell $500. Call Jeff 830-9106.
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Call x1247 or x3080 ask for Lori.
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1---------------i
keep it up. Social Firday at Cranes
2 bedroom/ 2 bath manufactured home
landing, 7:30 pm. Call Mike at 366in University Village $250 a month.
0268 for info. PROUD TO BE A
Female student wanted to share 2 bed Financed remodeled. 438-3929,
DELTA SIG!
i------------~ 2 bath apt 6 mi from UCF. Own room
438-3288
Welcome back Greeks. Hopeyoursum- and bath $220 mo+ 1/3 util. Call 6n- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
merwasanenjoyableone. Lambda Chi 8675.
would like to el(tend an invitation to all
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Own bath entrance; Curry Ford/Semoran dressers $25.00 ea. Bookshelf $15.
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365-9293 all items must go.
elcome all the new pledges. We are $310/ month +1/2 util. Call 382-2682
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TYPISTS
WP 6.0, EDITING , APA, etc. 366-0538
City Nights Valet
Looking for clean-cut, athletic, hard..
working people to fill valet parking
Term papers & resumes at ternf1c
positions. Must be in excellent physical rates. 281-8888. M-S 9-9 WP 5.1 & dt.
condition. Mush be over 21. Great pay
.
and flexible scheduling. Perfect PT job KCO Inc. Typmg/$ 1·50/ 678-6735
for college students. Call 849-0670 for
interview.
WORDMASTERS
Typing and resume service
LoOkjog for Work Knjqbts?
Since 1986 for all s~dent needs.
Colorado Fondue: Co. is now accepting IBM .and La~ar quii). S<.mo day
applications for hostess and guides
~ervice avail. We've moved, call for
(servers). Must have high level of care info 277-9600 ·
and outgoing personality. Come join 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - .~
what critics have called "A restaurant PAPERS TYPED $1 .25 per page. Qu1c
t
d A k b t
tr
t
desiged with the finesse of Disney
urn aroun · s a ~u my .equen use
lmagineers: If you feel you have what progr~m. For more information call
it takes ... apply 12-4 mon-fri. Located in Bonnie at 366-5612 ·
the Goodings Plaza corner of Red Bug Claybrooke Home Resume Service.
Rd./436.
ustom resumes $5 .00 off special.
Call Tracey 896-7374.
PT Sales help and IBM tech. help
wanted Central Fl. Computers, 657-2622.
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r------ -- - - - - -- ---1800-441-7243. Pin# 49868 (leaven um- call 679-3989
...
AE would like to welcome back every- ber after beep). .
ne for the 93-94 school year .
Attention Gayle Soupstad. It's me,
Free Money- For College
ongradulations on an incredible fall
Genie. Call me at 830-1492.
NO JOKE!
ush and thanks to everyone that helped
Millions
where
it
is
o make this a great rush for us. Tony
and how to find it.
rias rush chair. Great job Phi Alpha.
Free information, call
ri happyhouratthe AE house5pmtill? Roommate -M/F $220/mo $350 dep. 1/3 VW JETIA GL '91teal,4dr, 5spd.
Sunroof, new tires, clean.
(813) 328-3304
at night IAE A .11t K.1 IX Social at util. NS. Call 275-6469
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 $9000 o/b/o (407) 328-7524 James
night Library 9 pm.
Raise as Much as You
For lease: 2br townhouse 1 mi from UCF 1_ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Read books for pay.
$435/ mo $200 deposit. Call John
Want In One Weeki
Earn $100 per title. Free details.
658-1215.
Honda Accord EX, 92 white, mint cond- Rush s.a.s.e. to P.O. box 14231,
$100 ... $600••• $15001
ition, 11K miles, $15,000. Call Dave
Gainesville, Fl 32604.
Morket Applcoflons tor Citibank
365-9320 or 823-2976.
VISA, MCI, IEARI, AMOCO etc.
Classes starting this week ...
1- - - - - - - - - - - - I teach skin careandglamortechniques
Call tor your FREE T·SHIRT and to
Why not do something for yourself?
Have you heard of Mary Kay? Call
quatfy tor FREE TRIP to MTV
Joinaco-edselfdefenseclub! Noexpe- 2bd/ 2bth half duplex fenced yard, sky- 1978 Pontiac Trans-Am, t-top, am/fm
Carla Roberts at 366-8203 for a compliIPRINQ IREAK '94.
I
rience needed! For more info call 671- lights, fans, for sale $46,SOO. Call
cass, ale, pw, 400 engine. Call 830. mentary faciai or manicure. There is no
I
3667 or 380-6107.
281 -8012 leave message.
1492, Cristel. $2300 080.
purchase obligation.
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GREEKS! -CLUBS!
STUDENT GROUPS!
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With these, you
With this, you
can save for years. _can save right now.
Appls MacinJosb
C,clor CJamc• 41~. Built.in IO" Color
Monito1 and ApplB Keyboard II. Jm

That penny jar on your dresser

Apple MIJ{.inlcsh
LC/U 4/160, !ipplsBasit; ColcrMonW1
and Appia Keyboard U. I 1429

}f>ple PowerBoolt .... 1458 4~,
Buill·in Ke)boaTd & 10" BacltliJ Super
Twist Monodrrotn8 Displa'J. J1339

Apple M(J(.inJosb Omlris ~ 610

4/80, ){lple Basic Co/Q, Monilor and Appt..
&tended Xeybotud II.

Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh· per- . just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
sonal computers. You can also get special student financing with the Reseller today. And discover the power more college students 1_
Apple Computer Loan - to make owning a Mac even easier To see choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best. •

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am · 4:30pm Mon ·Thurs and Fri 8:30am • 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
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"Well, I don't think (the drinks) make
It may be 2 a.m., but the party is just
you
smarter,
but they definitely
starting. Amidst psychedelic laser
remember
more,"
make
me
lights, complemented by hunhe
said.
dreds of young individuAnother
als on various
man, Nick,
inebriants
who
and dancing
seemed
to bassperthumping
haps
techno
just a bit
music playout
of
ing at upplace
wards of 140
wearing
beats per
his Dallas
minute, stands a
Cowboys Tyoung lady who
A raver tries out the
shirt, discalls herself
Virtuality machine, .one of the
agreed.
Aerial. Sipping on a
many
activities offered at raves.
"I
concoction called
Memory Fuel, she is
drank like three or four of those
off in a corner taking a break from the
damn things, and it didn't do anything to me. I
intense action of the rave party she atmean, it's kind of like drinking coffee-it
tends on the outskirts of Orlando near
wakes you up, and that's about it," Nick
Kissimmee.
explained.
Depending on who you ask,
Another chemical, nitrous oxide, is
raves started in England, Los Angealso
often sold at raves, usually in
les, or San Francisco. Since then,
balloons.
It is by far the most ecothese all-night (and sometimes
nomical
form of inebriation, costing
multiple.:day) parties have
around
two dollars. Yet, as anyone
spread to almost every major
who
has
taken a trip to the dentist
city, including Orlando.
recently
can tell you, the effects
Raves are sort of the
are
short-lived
and not terribly
1990s version of. the 1960s
exciting, unless used in conAcid Tests. The same prinjunction with another drug.
ciple is involved: large
A quite popular feature
groups of young people at some raves is a device called
getting together, dancing,
"Klide-0-Vision," which is
having a good time. Natusupposed to simulate a hallucirally, there is a certain
nation with va;ious colcn a11d
amount of drug influence.
lights. For about five dollars,
But instead of LSD, the
one can don a special pair of
preferred substance is 3,4glasses and "take a trip" with
methylenediylene.
the machine.
·First synthesized in
As might be expected,
1914 as an appetite
the device ls especially popusuppressant, ecstasy is a
.
lar with those who are almild hallucinogen and
ready on LSD.
stimulant. It, like LSD,
In their purest form,
creates a heightened awareare an underground
raves
ness and increases sensory
by DAVI B AUIR
stimuli.
editor in chief
as organizers sometimes fail
"It, like, totally melor
do not bother to get the
lows you out. You just want to
necessary
permits and insurbe everyone's friend; you
ance,
or
in
some
cases the conjust feel like you love everysent of the property owner. The
one and everyone loves you,"
.
date and location of the raves are
Aerial explained, adding that
u s u a 11y
spread
she was not on it at the mothrough
ment, but probably would be
word of
before the night was over.
mouth, posters and fliers.
Ecstasy is not the only
But like anything
drug to be found at raves.
with
an
"under"Smart Drinks," sold
ground"
or
at(where else?)
"alternathe "smart
tive"
bar, are
label
also quite
atpopuiar.
tached
With
to
it,
names like
eventuEnergy
ally the
Elixir and
concept
Supersonic
finds its way
Cybertonic, the
into the
drinks are supMerchandise from pacifiers
mainstream.
posed to have
to Dr. Seuss hats are sold at raves. Promoters, in
various effects,
particular, ·have
from raising one's
seen
the large
energy level to raisamounts
of cast that !:cUl be made from the rave mcve!!lent.
ing one's cngn~tivc ability.
Some of the larger raves in New York and Los Angeles have
Do chey work?
Once again, it depends on who you ask.
turned profits of $200,000 or more in a single night. As a result,
Bill, who looked about five feet tall without the hat he is
wearing and six feet tall with it, seemed to think so.
RA VE continued page R6
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The University Grille

My friends and I ate the menu (besides the bufthere for dinner, around 5 falo wings plates) for $4.95
p.m.,
and except for four girls (I can never understand why
12273 University Boulevard
at a table against the right restaurants charge more for a
Orlando, FL 32817
wall, the place was a sea of bowl of lettuce, veggies and
Phone: (407) 382-3570
tables and empty chairs. sparse bits of meat than they
You could have spent an en- Dinner's always slow-they do for patties of beef). Anytire semester taking classes usually have
in the UC6 theaters and never only one
noticed this place. It's a~out waitress
two doors to the right of working
Kelsey's and hardly notice- then-but
able. The sign above the res- lunch
is
taurant simply says, "Grille," busy with
and the windows and doors students and
are unadorned-there's little business
advertising to attract hungry people.
passersby. The owner does
One
keep a dry-erase sandwich look at the
board out front on the side- menu tells
walk that lists the daily lunch . you
this
special, butmostpeoplepass- place was
ing by or eating at the Grille catered for
don't even notice it, even the college
though it's about five feet crowd.They
tall. Every time I go in there have cold
I have to ask my waitress sandwiches, hot sandwiches, way, for the burgers, you have
what the lunch special is be- burgers, salads, finger foods, the option to turn your meal
cause I never even see it as I and buffalo wings. The cold into a "burger basket" for
come in the door. If you do and hot sandwiches and the -$4.50, which replaces the
happen to catch the sign, the burgers come with potato chips and pickie with fries
special 's always a good one- chips and pickle, and all of (curly, Cajun curly or steak)
it's usually a menu item and those items are $4.50 or less. and alittlecupofbaked beans
a soft drink or tea for about The grilled chicken salad is or coleslaw.
$3.50 to $4.00. Not bad.
I had the fish sandthe most expensive item on

wich ($3.65) with a side order of Cajun curly fries
($1.25), and that was more
than plenty of food for under
$5.00, and it didn't suck, either. Dave had the Cajun
burger basket with baked
beans. I
asked
him what
h
e
thought
•of the
baked
bean -s .
"Pretty
good, but
not as
good as
Steak 'n'
Shake's,"
he said,
with the
cup of
beans in
one hand
and his
fork in the other. Justin had
16 wings ($4.95) with bleu
cheese and celery sticks.
When I asked Justin how
those were, he replied, "Not
bad, better than Hooter's.' ~
Man. Dave and Justin are actuall y pretty in~eresting, contrary to what you might be

thinking now. No, really.
The waitress was
very nice. She checked on us
often and never let us run out
of water and pink lemonade.
The only unpleasant
part of dinner was the music.
The Grille has a big-screen
TV with cable, which is usually on, and1since it's usually
empty when I go in there, the
waitr~ss usually gives us the
remote so we can watch what
we want. But this time, the
TV was off. Instead, they had
the radio on, and it was set on
a love-song station. I heard
one girl from that table
against the wall say, "What
is this, the Disney niovie
music station or something?"
We had heard "Beauty and
the Beast" and "Somewhere
OutThere"bothin the course
of an hour. I ck. I should have
asked for the remote.
Well we left full and
satisfied. The Grille's agreat
place to eat. The prices are
about the same as Mickey
D's or Burger King, and you
get to sit down and be waited
on to boot. And the food's
much better.
-Lynn Huff

MaRe some extra $.U in your spare time-and learn something in the process. Write for the Central Florida.
Future. No experience necessaiy, but dedication and professionalism a must We have openings in news,
sports and features. Contact Dave or Lynn at 823-NEWS to start writing, and to see ,aur name in a byline.

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
.

.

I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfo1table care for over eight years. 'And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
S24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for lJ.C.F. StudcnL<; with Valid l.D.

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fill ings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any• Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
Call today, because this offer ends 1 1 :)o ')/i

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

C1.·11ifll'd : D1.•111:1l lmpl:tnt l'rosrh1.•1it-:;
~IL'mh1.•r: AmL'riGlll lknt:il A.'$Ol'i:nion.
Ar:tdenw of Gc.:nl'r:tl Dl.'mism-. Ac tdc.:m\ for
Spo1t~ lil'mi.'lry. flmida lkni:1l A."-'><l<.'b tion .
t;r1.':lll'r Orlando l)(.'m:tl Sodl.'t}'
Tl.-:1111 1)1.'nti'r: l nin-rsiry of Cl.'ntr:tl florid:1

~

Q

I 17 80 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)
<~llKd

Call 282-2101

It is our ollic<· polky 111;11 iii.· pali<·nt :ind .my olhc·r l"-'N>n rc•sponsihk• for pa} nll'lll has ihc right to rdllS<' lo poay.
parnwnt. o r he· rl'imhurS<·d l<1r l'"Ylll<"lll lo r
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See bags at Columbian Leather &Luggage and the Campus Book Store.
Talk about bags at 1-800-262-8282.
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MOVIE&>

calendar
UCF ACTWITIES FAIR
SEPT.1 12 PM
STUDENT CENTER
GREEN

I
Amidst all of
the controversy presently surrounding
Woody Allen's private
life, it is amazing how
he can still churn out
entertaining and witty
films year after year.
His new film, "Manhattan Murder Mystery," is lighter on the
mind than many of his
previous films, but it
just as entertaining.
This
is
Allen's first true comedy since the late
1970s. He also cowrote the script with
Marshall Brickman,
who assisted Allen in
writing his masterpieces "Annie Hall"
and "Manhattan." Like those films, "Manhattan Murder Mystery" remains true to
Woody Allen'snature: smarthumor,downon-Lhcir-luck characters, and true-to-life
lessons.
Here, Allen stars again with his
once long-time partner Diane Keaton as
Larry and Carol Liptons, a middle-aged
couple who no longer have anything to talk
about. They are bored with each other but
feel that it is far too late in their lives to split
up and start new lives. They still love each
other, but have grown somewhat distant.
One night after seeing an opera, the Liptons
meet the Houses (played by Jerry Adler
and Lynn Cohen), an elderly couple resid-

ing down the hall from them in their apartment building. A ~ew days later, Mrs. House

House killed his wife.
Carol turns so suspicious that she begins
her own investigation
into the crime.
After a shor
while, Carol uncovers
some interesting information, but it all seems
to enrage her husband,
Larry, who soon joins
the investigation to try
to keep his wife out o
trouble. But, overall,
Larry uses the case to
rediscover his love for
his wife.
A little simple
for Woody Allen? Yes,
but after the emotional
complexity of his last
film, the great "Husan an
1ves, one would think tha
Allen would go a little light this time, which
is what he does, and rather successfully.
The humor is intelligent and abundant, with many sight gags, as well as a
hilarious scene in which the Liptons and
their friends lry to set up the killer over the
phone. Also, the supporting cast, which
includes Anjelica Huston and Alan Alda,
give the needed energy to the film at just the
right moments. This is sort of a fluff film on
Woody Allen standard$, but even his fluf
turns out great.

falls dead from a heart attack. Carol is instantly shocked, but not because of the sur- ..
prise death of Mrs. House: She feels that Mr.

M U 0 I C

•eyal goldshmid
staff writer

But on the whole, the album is
strong and enthralling. Siamese Dream
proves to be a hypnotizing successor to
the phenomenal gish.

-Eyal Goldshmid

~}
eep Purple
he Battle Rages On ...
Giant)
Like nearly everyone who has
icked up a guitar in the last twenty
ears, the very first song I learned to play
as "Smoke on the Water." It goes
ithout saying, then, that when Deep
urple's Machine Head lineup got
ogether and cut a record, I had very high
xpectations of it.
For the most part, The Battle
ages On ... lived up to my expectations.
racts like "Ramshackle Man" and ''Time
o Kill" are pretty much vintage Deep
l rple, driven by keyt.)afds and slightly
uzzy sounding guitar. One thing I did
otice, though, was that there is more
armony in The Battle Rages On ... than
n their previous efforts.
Naturally, there are those who
ill feel an intrinsic need to compare this
bum to Machine Head or their older
aterial in general. I won't get into
hether or not The Battle Rages On ... is
tter than or as good as their material
rom 20 years ago; suffice it to say Deep
le played good rock and roll two
ecades ago, just as they still do today.
-Dave Bauer
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MWS

men

ROY SHAW RICHARD
SCHEIDER
DREYR1SS

JAWS
SEPT.2 8PM
RECREATIONAL
SERVICES POOL

NUDESWIRL WITH
PSYCLONE RANGER
SEPT. 13 9. PM
THE STATION
BELLY &
RADIO HEAD
SEPT. 21 8 PM
VISAGE
SADE WITH
DIGABLE PLANETS
SEPT.21 SPM
ORLANDO ARENA

J ,
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Smashing Pumpkins
Siamese Dream
(Virgin)
Two years ~go, Chicago's Smashing Pumpkins burst onto the college music
scene with their blisteringdebutalbum,gish.
Their new album and major label
debut Siamese Dream continues the in the
same tradition as gish, but it also feels much
more accomplished than their previous effort. The guitars have a harder edge, and the
music sounds more complicated as a whole.
From the openi;ig track, "Ch~~..:b Rock,"
where Corgan howls "Let me out," one can
almost predict an explosive album. The second track, "Quiet," remains haunting, because of the music's anthem-like simplicity.
There are surpises in the album,
though. One of these treats is the song, "Disarm," where Corgan backs his voice with
violins and chimes, and recites such lines as
''The killer in you is the killer in me."
Of course, not all the words seem to
have such a brooding feel. In "Hummer,"
Corgan reads such idiotic lines as "Life's a
bummer when you're a hummer." One can
not help but laugh at it

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
BOARD RECRUITMENT
DAY
SEPT. 1 4-6 PM
STUDENT CENTER
AUDITORIUM

BAD RELIGION AND
GREEN DAY
SEPT. 24 9PM
THE STATION

Cathedral
The Ethereal Mirror
(Earache/Columbia)
Okay, it's not too obvious which
early '70s heavy metal pioneers Cathedral
was influenced by. Could it be ... B:ac..k 3&~
bath?
Cathedral, like any decent band,
does not merely try to imitate their influences, but rather expand upon them.
Anyway, this was the first album
I'd ever heard by the group, but I took a
pretty quick liking to it. It's fast paced and
aggressive, and even if you don't like the
music, the cover folds out into a prettyneato fantasy drawing.
-Dave Bauer

DEPECHE MODE
WITH THE THE
OCT. 5 7:30 PM
ORLANDO ARENA
LENNY KRAVITZ
OCT.9 SPM
THE EDGE
ROD STEWART
NOV.18 8 PM
ORLANDO ARENA
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OR NOT
including, Best Picture and Best Director. Chee
out the setup this guy had when he was a kid.
Goodfellas ( 1990) Director Martin
Scorsese created a brash, crude, but brilliant
interpretation of Henry Hill, a notorious gangster in the '60s and '70s who pulled off some of
the rrost lucrative heists in his·~o;y. Pc:sci ar.~
DeNiro as scumbags in one film-what more
could you ask for? Hey. are you talking to me?
Malcolm X (1992) With his publicity
campaign o~ endless "X" caps and unannounced
holidays for African-Americans, Spike Lee finally had the makings of a critical and commercial hit. But with pressures from Warner Bros.
studio and the three-hour-plus length of the
film, its prospects dimmed. The film ended up
making half of what it was projected to and was
almost completely snubbed by the Academy
Awards. The funny thing is, before the film
came out, many of today's children had no idea
what "X" stood for.
But the question is ... do they know now?

It seems screenwriters are running out of
imaginative ideas. Or maybe the studios just don't
want to listen. At the present time, it seems that
reality is one of the few reliable reservoirs that ideas
can flow from. A director could take the story of an
actual hitchhiker' s travels along the South American
coast and·1·nake·i::f blockbuster film out of it. For the
past thirty years, Hollywood has been taking the
tales of real people and making them into larger-thanlife stories.
Lawrence of Ambie (1962) David
Lean, the master of the epic film, envisioned the life
of D.H. Lawrence and his unification of the Arab
state. Shot in 70mm, the film captures the beauty of
the Arabian desert with vistas that haven't been seen
since. It is a grand story of a simple man. Steven
Spielberg helped restore the film in 1989 with new
footage and clear prints to create the ultimate movie
experience.
The Last Emperor (1987) Bernardo
Bertolucci's brilliant interpretation of the last of
China's great emperors was artfully done as an epic.
Its locales included the never-before filmed Forbidden City. It was tremendously honored with Oscars

•Tim Wassberg
Entertainl'T}ent Editor

Electric and Acoustic

Student Legal Services

GUITAQ LE880N&
All Ages-Beginner to Advanced
•Learn What the Pros Know•
In a Step-by-Step
Easy to Understand Method

Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

Rick Ellis

"It's a generally
accepted fact that
dead people do not
show up on the New
York City Mass
Transit System."
-Woody Allen

•

,,

(407) 629-2630

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

•

UCF's Student.Legal Services provides free
legal .consultation and representation in
certam legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

•

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
~~~©O~!b
~!mO©[g~

MATTRESS SETS

IF©fru
lW©IF

~trlUJ[Q)[grNJlF~

$49 each
Full $55 each
Queen $69 each

Twin

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY

4 pc. Bedroom Sets

$23 9

(Similar to Picture)
• Double Dressers • Mirror• Headboard • Bedf rame
all for $239

eccl cash?Take off forthe Great Western Bank ATM
by the Administration Building. It operates 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. It accepts any ATM card that hears c.1 CIRRUS"STAR SYSTEM' or PLUS. symhol. There's no
ch<lrgc \\'hen you use a Great Wcsrern Bank ATM card
at our ATf\.~s. To get your card, simply open a checking
account \\'Ith us. Great Western.We II always he there.''

GREATWESTERN BANK
\I nln.11'>.t\ Ill~' B.111k Jnd J (11 r.tt \\ 1·,1rr11I111,1m 1,1I ( 1•1111x1m \kmh~: r I j)j(
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something bearing the
title of a "rave" today is
not necessarily the
same thing it would
have been two or three
years ago.
In a way, it is
almost as if raves have
become too popular for
their own good.
"Yeah, this party
here is much bigger
than raves of two years
ago or even a year ago ...
I mean, it's okay, I still
have fun, but it's not
the same," Aerial explained. "Before, it was
basically like you knew
everyone, or you at least
recognized everyone
frcm other parties. Now,
it's like I hardly know
anyone here."
Todd Robbers, the
editor of Rub, a Chicago
based rave magazine,
agrees. In a USA Today
article he said raves
"... are watered down
now. They're like any
other dance party. It
used to be friends getting together. Now it's
strangers. I think
things are heading full
circle, and we'll be back
to illegal venues."
Raves also have
their own unique clothing fashions. Hats that
look like something out
of Dr. Suess' The Cat in
the Hat are quite popu- ,
lar, as are psychedelic
jumpsuits and kaleidosccpe dresses. The demand for this kind of
clcthing is. significant
enough that specialty
stores have opened to
se[ this type of apparel,
such as the Drop Shop
in downtown Orlando.
As with any piece
of youth culture, raves
are not without their
critics. Some. are concerned about the use of
ecfjtasy, which has no
proven psychological

R6

It ain't fun to be poor

PROBLEM SOLVING COURSES
FALL 93

MATHEMATICS I PHYSICS

I

ENGINEERING - CORE :

L~~~-~~~~~~

,• CALCULUS 1
2
II •• CALCULUS
CALCULUS 3
. • SUPER DIFFERENTIAL
I EQUATIONS

• STRUCTURES ANALYSIS

I
I

• FLUID - MECHANICS
• THERMO - FLUIDS
• MECHANICS OF MATERIALS

!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

.

• THERMODYNAMICS 2

• DYNAMICS
• THERMODYNAMICS

j • ENGINEERING PHYSICS 2

l•

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICAj
ENGINEERING

---·

1--1
REGI~!~~ TION~~~~~EP'.°EMB~_3~ _J

!-

COURSES BEGIN:

'

.

AUGUST

- - -COURSE
- - -u;<CRMAJiC~
------

~I

lENSY~ CORPORATION

L~

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL :

I >-.-F-L-Ul_D_M_E_CH_A_N_IC_S_2_ ___, ,

• STATICS

: • ENGINEERING PHYSICS 1

1
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Or some other tired cliche... The bottom
line is, if you have the energy and ambi-

HOT LINE . . . . . ' '

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

~•H814

OfflCE . . • . . . . . 657-6788

tion, you can make a good living working
as a sales rep for The Central Florida
Future. We even provide leads, and you
can set your own hours. $1000 a month
isn't just possible, it's realistic if you're a
hard worker. Our best sales rep has
already made well over $1500 this month
alone. Call Dave or Chad today for an
interview, at 823-2601.

WE'RE EAS Y TO FIND !

'"T :::r:::,'TB I,
658'f-

UNIVERSITY

COMMERCE CENTER

•

I

'

(Offer expires only when you do.)

effec~,buthasrepor~

edly caused the deaths
of several teenagers in
England who died from
hypothermia after
da.:-icing in the cold for
ho.us while on the
drug.
In addition, other
critics, like NBC's Dateline, have characterized
raves as orgies of drug
abuse, whose participants often stay up for
72 or so hours and then
collapse from exhaustion.
But to others, the
drug influence of raves
is overstated.
"When you think
raves, you think drugs.
You think of
ecrtasy... people on the
ou~side miss the point.
lt'r: not drugs; the point
is ::o bring people toge•.her. I mean, how can
a tunch of people getting together, dancing
without prejudice or
hatred, be a bad thing?"
Aerial's nameless friend
mused.

Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful.
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever.
Ifs also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It's all part of The i Plan;~M

•
TBE1:LAN"

To apply, come by our booth on campus or call
1800 438-8627.
ATs.T
e l'l'l.l.\T&T
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A plague here. A little bloodlust
You can't win .. .J've got God on my side.
Satan "Needful Things"
The continuous onslaught
of the Stephen King film adaptations in the past couple years has
been positively frightening. But
, while one has been halfway gratifying (Pet Semetary), all the others
have been downright horrible (especially Sleepwalkers, in which
King himself had the stupidity to appear).
While his latest adaptation of Needful Things is
not exceptionally different from its predecessors, it does
possess one great perfonnance-that of Max Von Sydow
as the infamous Satan who reaks havoc in a small New

~ foMikEddiES

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
England town. Like Jack Nicholson in "The Witches of
Eastwick," he again satisfies the sexual fue with one if not
all the leading ladies, and he urges his unknowing disciples
to "Kill, kill, kill!!!" with glee.
While most of time I found
myself laughing at the apathy of
the scenes, it was entertaining nonetheless. Priests trying to kill each
other, little kids throwing turkey
shilHey, it was all in good fun.
Then of course they throw in a
moralistic message and the whole
thing gets screwed up.
Hey, what did you expect? Ifs a movie.
•Tim Wassberg
Entertainment Editor

.Toll Free: I 800 392-8253

TI600 MacKay Blvd., Ortando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

Ph one (407) 677-9285

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
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Crui§e§

2 Day, Every Friday, From $129.00
"A Leisure Resource Company"
.-, K
- -A P _L_A_N-,-...-......-....-.....-......-.- - - --- . --- \
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1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Clubhouse
2 pools & sauna
Complete fitness center
Sand volleyball court
Lighted tennis court
Lighted basketball court
2 laundry facilities

\re vu lul' your 1i nw.
, Wel11>11nr ) ot1r
Jc Ler111i1 11.1t io11 . \\',;

und erstand your

Directions: From University Blvd.,
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), tum
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

teKI anxi ety. And
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1lny rou t•nrull
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ARBOUR VILLAGE APARTMENTS

l~Avd & EvENTS CooRdiNATOR

~eaency

Could you use a few more of these?
Well, we may have the perfect part time job
for you. And it involves no nudity (usually). Become an ad rep for The Central
Florida Future, and you will have the
opportunity to make some serious cash.
Hardworking, energetic individuals can
expect to make $1000 a month, setting your
own hours. Leads provided. Call Dave or
Chad at 823-2601 today for an interview.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
·Generous closet space
W~ndow coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;

SUN.12-5

ilSA'rMCAr-GMA'M>AT'OArNOEX'TOm'SA~

1EXPECT TO BE 1·
l
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M
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CALL

1 · 000 · KAP-TEST

11:00A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

5905 Kirkman Road
Across From Universal Studios

St. Joseph's
Catfio[ic Cliurcli
1501 A lafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8a.m .,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.

275-0841

Bread baked and beer brewed on
premises. Try us for lunch or dinner!

Apartment Locator

FAST - EASY - FitEE
flpts * Homes * Condos * Duplexes

657-8282

The Counseling and Testing Center
Announces
The Following Groups For Fall 1993
SELF-EMPOWERMENT
You can make a difference in life. This group offers you the opportunity to
learn about new dimensions of yourself. Meeting times are from 2:30p.m. to
4p.m. beginning September 13 in SC 211. Group will be facilitated by Linda
Fishkind.

CLEARING GROUP

Leaves & Roots
- !J{urufrecfs of 'BufK_1ferE.s!
P{us Spices • Oifs • Incense • 'Boof<J •
1ferE LiErary and 1(f,searcn 'faGCe.
Monday-Saturday 1Oa.m. to 6p.m.
9434 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando, FL 32817

823-8840

/JEllNll'l ININ 11111 ITIJIJ/0
.L icensed, Award Winning
Female Artist

DEANA LIPPENS

•

lntlwlt/1111/ eNp1e11lon wltll
11 Ille time 911111t1ntee

· Fine Line Designs. Freehand. or Cover-ups
Body Play-Erotic Piercing & Jewelry by Appointment-Call Today!
Sterile Conditions

This group will teach ways to use emotional discomforts to clear the way to
greater mental efficiency and emotional health. It will include some sharing of
feelings as well as specific guided exercises. Meeting times are Monday from
3p.m. to 5 p.m. beginning September 13. Please come by the Counseling and
Testing Center (RS 203) and pick up a more complete description of the group
before you join.

EATING DISORDERS
. The Eating Disorder group will focus 011 structured interventions and development of healthier alternatives. Meeting time is Tuesday from 1Oa.m. to12 p.m.
beginning September 14.

ADULT SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ABUSE
This group will focus on the healing process concerning the effects of childhood sexual abuse. The group is open to women and men. The group will
begin meeting Wednesday, September 15 from 3:30p.m. to 5 p.m. Call the
Counseling and Testing Center by September 10 for additional information.

For Further Information call:

·_823-2811

14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando FL 32826

281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

student I.D.

The Counseling Center is available to students for personal counseling free of
charge. Personal Counseling deals with issues such as intimacy, relationships,
depression, anxiety and so forth. Call extention 2811 for an appointment. Peer
Counselors are available to assist you with personal problems, MondayThursday, 7-9 p.m. Recreational Services 203 or call extention 2811.

Paint r.Ba[[
])~VANEY,5
l

_Eacery & Sports Pub

·

Guns & Accessories

Comic r.Boo/(§

7660 UniversiLy Divel.

UNIVERSITY & COLOENROO
COODINCS CENTER 679-6600

EVERY THURSDAY

Lip Sync/ Dance Contest

*Yard Contest

* $1.50 Pints
* Ladies Night

1Wfe-P{aying

(james

r--------,

I
I
I
I
I

Back to School I
I
Special
I
I
I

:15% OFF*:
I

Expires 9/30/93

I

__ _____ _,

:*Excluding guns/paint. Not good:
\
with.._any other offer
1

,

llragnn'.tt f&cafm
7339 'L. Co[onial'])rive • Orfantfo

Ca[[ 82-'1YRfl(j9{{407} 823-7246

BY EYAL GOLDSHMID

The rain was
pouring relentlessly last
Sunday at the Edge in
Orlando, but that would not
stop fans of Midnight Oil and
Ziggy Marley from churning
out to see the performers take
the stage on a gloomy
afternoon.
Marley burst out
onto the stage just as the rain
started to let up, and he gave
the crowd just enough energy
to change .the mood from
discomfort to joy. He
performed songs from his
new album as well as covers
of his father's hits. Backed
by his 12-piece band, the
Melody Makers, Marley
danced and hopped up a
storm, and as the reefers
spread, the crowd soon began
hopping with him with every
beat. The highlight of his set
definitely was Ziggy's covers
of his father's classics "No Woman No Cry," which seemed to have a haunting
presence, and the set's closer, "Can This Be Love," which had enough energy to bring
the entire crowd to a jumping splendor.
After a brief intermission, Australian political rockers Midnight Oil took the
stage. Promoting their newest album, Earth and Sun and Moon, the six-piece band
took the stage with a demanding and energetic presence. Between many of.the ~ongs,
lead singer Pete Garrett would wipe his bald head and sermon the crowd with his

extreme right-wing politics.
Garrett also saw himself as a
sort of father figure to the
crowd closest to the stage, as he·
repeatedly tried to break up a
potential mosh pit. But his
robotic dancing and overpowering voice seemed to make up
for his parent-like views.
Midnight Oil stormed
through an almost two-hour set,
singing new songs as well as
their hits from previous albums.
Some songs were not as good
a~ others, but the band's energy
seemed to give even the
uninterested listener some fun.
The songs from the new album,
like "My Country," "Outbreak
Of Love" and "Truganini"
seemed to have a new light to
them, rather than a tired sound,
like on the album.
The intensity of the show
continued straight through the
set's end, and featured smoldering versions of "'Truganini," "Forgotten Years" (off of
their great Blue Sky Mining album), and a high-powered "Beds Are Burning," which
brought the crowq to their knees. After a short break, Midnight Oil returned for their
er.~o:-e, and played a blistering "Hercules."
In all, the energy of the music and the bands lifted the crowds unpleasentness
over the weather and rained sunshine on the Orlando afternoon.

.'

••
~dK1tngd_Cl_1g_______
Wll
By Anthony Rubino,_Jr.
Quick & Easy Ways to Annoy
Your Friends and Loved Ones
With your lnstructor... Wet Wllllell

..

This week we will be exploring: verbal annoyance. Let's
start by taking a look at ttlese generic, and very annoying
answers to everyday questions. These replies con be used
wlttl almost ANY Inquiry/ Here ore some examples ...
Q. How are you today?

A. I don't know. I'm not
from around here.

,.

eolfj~atalate.r (}aJ" ;Ve,ttl Plecft~..

Q. How's your class going?
A.Bite me.

t"e-!!e? If!britlulf
#tt:o!e 8artfett
/t'ldrt.fa 8d!r~
Ualf(/ 8fort
Trace? 8NUllf
If!e.l-al(~a ea.l(defar/o
cftefo.l(r'e Oarrr'M
tloal(l(a. Omf!r'

Q. Can you help me with this
tourniquet?
A.Nope.
Or, If you prefer, simply repeat
everything the person says for

Q. Quick, I'm in a really
big hurry-can I borrow
a quarter?
A. (ScJy nothing and
.stare blankly Into space) equally annoying results.

The Timeless Time Question

"The only differe nee between myself
and a madman is that I am not
mad." - Salvador Dali

nra h-().l(t(Jdi
trta fall"tt

J'tac~ ¢eor~

Tlf/aw ~u.t.fia!!
If/I(? llaclloU1

l!eatiel" llart
tfel"l"f lla.rJ'!el"
&ii( llr'titel"J'D.j'
Trac? Oo!etta
#tt:o!e llo~.rral(
cfial(l(Olf Oro.fbf
O!ari--e l/aJ'i
Jel(l(rfel" Ou.t.rlw.f!
tlel(rft Ua.f't/06
t'e!!r' e,ZJ'zai
cfte-;i().l(/e t'er'tt.I"
Iflf/1(, /}r'v./
f'r.rir t'el(cktor
Oelol'd (}°!le
teJ'!r'e Aolf(arl(r°tzit
l!eatiel" Orwett
t'arla !ecN1%,
/t'fetklf /}!'eU1ett
Toi1i1blf(al(I(
If~!a E!el(trr'
. J'i().1(1(01( itJl(dol(.f/fft°ti
tfare,y rwe!!
8ariaro. io;ez

rf . ·.

l

(
I

;t',.1:rta #e~ar!ialf
;ffe!rirrla ;tf;t!~
clrira ;ffeth/el"
tial(l(().I( ;tf;teJ'
J'fi.Zal(l(e /t'fooN
CatMcft.-a /loi!e
Lori/lo!!
Jel(l(rfel" OJ'toUI
lf11!'bt.l"ft Para,ydoo.
TolfJ-4 Patt(.l"J'(JI(
e,l(tkta po;;!e
Ta/l(lf(? Rarir.rjord
tfNtta J'c,fw,_0,lf(d,

If11!'? J'tul!et
irto. J'trattM
1f1'ttru noze.di
IfIf(? Tou.a-Mt(Jl(e
;ffp,y1yu.e Tattle
tfe!t, tlolz

,(,/~ WQ!t,,.,

fife , , t/oa///
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Aerobic Schedule
Fall 1993
Time

Room

MON

TUES

9:00am Arena
10 am Arena

WED

THURS

Step
-

Step

FRI

•

MPR

Step

SAT

Step
Step

3 pm Arena

Hi/Low
Step

4: 15pm Arena

·Step

Hi/Low

Step

Hi/Low

5:30pm Arena

Step

Fae/Staff

Dance

Fae/Staff

Low
High

Hi/Low
Step

Low

Hi/Low

High

Hi/Low
Dance

6:45pm Arena

Step

Step

Noon

Aqua

Aqua

Pool

5:30pm Pool

"Reid's stock has gone
up," McDowell said. "He is
now in contention for the
number two quarterback
spot with Michael Jordan."
While McDowell's
depth chart appears set at
most positions, a few spots
remain up in the air. Some
weighty decisions await as
the Knights prepare to open
the regular season Sept. 11
versus Valdosta State.
Game time is 1:30 p.m. at
the Florida Citrus Bowl.

Step

llamArena
Noon

Aqua

Step

Extra points, spikes, digs
and sets or goals. These
are just a few of the terms
you'll use when writing for
the Central Florida Future
sports section. For more
information, call Jenny
Duncanson or Trace
Trylko at 823-6397.

Aqua

Classes are free to students. For more information or to sign up, stop by Recreational Ser·~

19

vices room 101 or call 823-2408.
FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want In One Week!

Coming next week:

Football Preview: A Look At The 1993
Fighting Knights

843 Lee Road
( 1/4 mile west of 1-4)

$100•••$600 •••$1500!
Market Applications for the
hottest credit card ever.NEW GM MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS
on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE
T-SHIRT & 194 GMC JIMMY.
Call 1-800-950-1039,ext. 75.

(407) 644-3336

I

UPT0WH21

Presents

. . UPtown'_
s_Back to -~ School . Jam __
Monday, September 6
Featuring

Brother Mar uis &.D .. Tooinp
performing their latest hit single, "She Got You Whipped"
Plus, Performing Live are the "G-Strang Girls"
singing the hit single
"Whoop! Here It Is"
&

T-Drop and the Drops
singing the hit single
"Splash Jam Time"
18 & up Welcome
Dance & Talent Contests
Winner Take All-Cash Prizes
Admission is $8in advance, $10 at the door
Doors Open at 8 p.m.Sharp

Uptown 21
"Late Night Comedy Hour"
Featuring
Special" K" McCray & Co.
( as seen as Cousin Pete in "Poetic Justice"
aslo seen in other hit movies, Rush & China Moon)
Plus, four other Nationally Known Comedians
Every Friday & Saturday Night at 2 a.m.
(Cover charge gets you in so come and join the party!)
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V-BALL from page 24
1993 UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
Time
Date Opponent
Hofstra (N.Y.) Invitational
Sept. 2-4
vs. Rhode Island
5:30p.m.
Sept. 2
vs. Loyola (Md.)
Noon
Sept. 3
vs. Illinois-Chicago
Sept. 3
5p.m.
vs. Northeastern Illinois
lOa.m.
Sept. 4
Sept. 4
vs. Hofstra
2p.m.
BARRY
7 p.m.
Sept. 8
Sept. lOd 1 Cfomson (S.C:) Invitational
vs. Clemson
1 p.m.
Sept. 10
vs. Auburn
5p.m.
Sept. 10
Sept. 11
vs. Drexel
2p.m.
vs.
UN
C-Asheville
Sept. 11
6p.m.
Sept. 15
JACKSONVILLE
7 p.m.
Sept.17
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON*
7 p.m.
Sept. 22
at Stetson
7p.m.
Sept. 23
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL*
5 p.m.
Sept. 24-25 New Orleans (La.) Invitational
Sept. 24
vs. Nicholls State
3p.m.
Sept. 24
vs. New Orleans
7p.m.
Sept. 25
vs. Tulane
3p.m.
Sept. 25
vs. Tulsa
5p.m.
at College of Charleston*
Sept. 30
7p.m.
Furman (S.C.) Invitational
Oct. 1-2
Oct. 1
vs. Tennessee-Chattanooga lOa.m.
4p.m.
vs. Xavier
Oct. 1
9a.m.
vs. UNC-Charlotte
Oct. 2
3p.m.
vs. Furman
Oct. 2
5p.m.
vs. Appalachian State**
Oct. 8
LOUISVILLE
. 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 9
7 p.m.
SOUTH
FLORIP.A
Oct.13
7p.m.
at Florida International*
Oct. 14
lOa.m.
at Florida Atlantic
Oct. 15
7
p.m.
STETSON*
Oct. 20
7:30 p.m.
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
Oct. 28
Oct. 29-30 UCF INVITATIONAL
Noon
XAVIER
Oct. 29
7
p.m.
MERCER*
Oct. 29
Noon
NEW ORLEANS
Oct. 30
BETHUNE-COOKMAN 6 p.ni.
Oct. 30
7p.m.
at Jacksonville
Nov.3
VIRGJNIKCOMMONWEALTH
Nov.5
7 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
VIRGINIA TECH
Nov.6
7p.m.
at
South
Florida
Nov. 10
TBA
Nov. 12-13 TAAC Tournament
*Trans America Athletic Conference Games
**at Jacksonville, Fla.
HOME GAMES IN BOLD CAPS
All home games at UCF Gymnasium, Education Bldg.
For ticket information, call 823-1000
All students are free with validated ID

tive frJng.
"It's a good pressure,''
Smith said. "I think the team is
maturing. Winning the conference was a great boost and the
girls have come back in great
shape. I'm really excited."
Smith is accompanied by
nine veterans on a 19-woman
roster. One of the key returning
players is senior Emily Bridson,
wl•0 led th~ t"am in 1992 with
320 kills, including a 3.2 killsper-game average. She also led
the team defensively, blocking
an average of one shot per
game. Only two other seniors
are on the roster; Lori Klenke
and Aleicia McElrath.
Junior Miriam Metzcus,

another veteran the team, is
happy to have her back. She
kept pace with Bridson last season, making 317 kills.
Smith said the variety of
players is the strongest point
for the team.
"Our variety of offense is
going to be increased," Smith
said. "We do have some young
players-freshman and junior
college transfers. But they are
definitely playing a big role."
The schedule is going to be
tough f.or the women. The majority of .the first half of .the
season will be played on the
road against ranked teams like
Louisville, Clemson and Virginia Tech. But Smith says
that's by design. Last year the
team played a lot of tough

teams, and by the tournament,
they were more than ready for
TAAC competition.
"We have a lot of solid
schools on the schedule. We 're
preparing
them
for
overstimulation. "
The Lady Knights begin
their season with the Hofstra
Invitational this weekend in
New York.
The season will culminate
inmid-Novemberwith the !ournament.
The East and the West divisions will play a double roundrobin schedule within the divisions. The top two teams from
each division will meet for the
tourney at the East Division
winner's home court.

UCF VOLLEYBALL ROSTER
Name
Prieta Aguayu
Emily Bridson
Melissa Byrd
Michelle Cutright
Kelli Driscoll
Tammi Edwards
Ingrid Frey
Amy Gendreau
Tonya Gwinn
Christy Hutcherson
Lori Klenke

Pos
OH
MB
OH
MB
OH
OH
OH
MR

Ht
5-8
6-1
5-8
5-10
5-1
6-0
5-9
5-9
5-10

OH·

5-9
6-1

Cl
Fr
Sr
Jr
So
Jr
So
Fr
So
So
Fr
Sr

Hometown/Previous School
Rio Piedras, PR/Winter Park
Lansing, MI/Lansing CC
Orlando/Edison CC
Mequon, WI/Homestead
Ocklawaha/Central Fla. CC
Palm Beach Gdns/Plm Bch Gdns
Maitland/Bishop Moore
Lakewood, CO/Wheat Ridge
Longwood/Lake Howell
Englewood/Lemon Bay
Gardner, KS/Barton County CC

UCF MOO DUK KWAN
· TAE KWON DO

~CO-ED

BEGINNERS CLASSES
FORMING

t> NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

11

~ ART... SPORT... SELF-DEFENSE

,'

ti ON

CAMPUS 9 YEARS AND STILL
GROWING!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

671-!667 OR !80-6107

..................................................... -----------------------~-c----------------------------~
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University of Central Florida
1993 Women's Soccer Roster
Narne
Pos
Nicole Bauguss
G
G
Heather Brann
Jennifer O'Connor M
F
Tiffany Schreiner
D
Karen Drake
F
Kelly Kochevar
M
Darcie Varga
Stephanie Gringer
D
D ·
Liz Shaw
M
Amy Geltz
M
Kerry Musnte
D
Melanie Freeman
M
Dana Hoover
F
Christina Kenney
M
Rebecca Ruth
M
Julia Ames
M
Kelly Stout
D
Leslie King
M
Amy Jones
M
Karen Plizga

Two Division 1-A schools
dot UCF's 1993 football
schedule. More are on the
horizon, as the Knights
continue to b~lster their
schedule in anticipation of
a 1996 move to 1-A.

Chris Linari:-:s
· Dan McAvoy
Andrew Marin
Didier Menard
Nathan Omodt
Jeff Onderko
Jason Redditt
Steve Soistman
Alex Sorondo
Scott Turbe
Peter Weishaar
Jon Williams
Mike Hillis*
Mike McAvoy*
*not available

s~

DATELINE
BY AREA CODE - NATIONWIDE

-_ It's-Time. To: Call-- --1-900-9-5 0-956 7.,

ey:r. 575

Only $2 Per Minute

~

UCF at Florida State 1995
UCF at Georgia Tech 1996
Bowling Green at UCF
1996
UCF at Georgia Tech 1997
UCF at Bowling Green
1997
UCF at Georgia Tech 1999
UCF at Florida
1999
UCF at Georgia Tech 1999
UCF at Georgia Tech 2000
UCF at Clemson
2001
UCF at Georgia Tech 2001
UCF at Georgia Tech 2002
UCF at Georgia Tech 2003
UCF at West Virginia 2003
West Virginia at UCF 2004
UCF at West Virginia 2005

• Private Mail Boxes • Bulletin Board • Get Personal Phone Nos . .
Avalon Comm., Ft. Laud., FL.• 305·525-0800 • 18 or Older
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Will the Cowboys repeat or is it the Dolphins' season?
We live in Florida, so you probably can't tell, but autumn is nearly
here. The leaves will change color, the
air will cool, the boys of summer will
finish and the pigskin will sail through
the air on Sunday afternoons. Pull out
chipdipandgrabsorn~>.couch,theNFL's

regular season kicks off Sunday. Now,
I've looked into my crystal ball and I'll
show you how the standings will look
come January. (Don't take Trivial
Trylko's predictions too seriously. His.,_...,.~-----==
crystal ball is a little hazy.)
The NFC East offers the biggest
challenge. Dallas ~hould be a sure pick,
as long as they get Emmitt Smith signed.
They have a great defense, but they '11
lose much needed morale, not to mention rushing yards, without Smith, and
end up second or third with the Giants
easily taking over first. Dan Reeves is a
big improvement, and he leads a team
loaded with talent. The offense is going
to be their key to winning. Phil Simms
is back at the helm, and the addition of
veteran free agents Mark Jackson and
Mike Sherrard gives him plenty of good
targets. The need for the opposition to
have more pass coverage will open holes
for Rodney ·Hampton and Dave
Meggett. The Redskins could pose a
threat, but only if Mark Rypien has a
better year than in 1992.
The Pack is back in the NFC Central. Yes, I'm talking about Green Bay.
They've been quietly building a solid
team. Detroit's quarterback depth, along
with Barry Sanders and a host of good
(but not great) receivers, will help them
just edge Minnesota. The Vikings' s running game will surprise their competitors. Minnesota did lose some key players to free agency and the offensive line
needs mending, but the defense is hot
and should keep them in the game.
Okay, I'm going out on a limb, but
I say Atlanta will overcome its problems with head coach Jerry Glanville
and take the top spot in the NFC West.
Their passing game is lethal and they
should have a solid running ~ame.
They've also bulked up on defense, ·
eliminating one of their biggest problems from last year-a small line. San
Francisco (much to my chagrin) is still
good enough to be near the top of the
West. But the Saints are saying "don't
count us out.,, Their experience is a big
plus, and so is theiroffensive line, which
last year led the league in fewest sacks
allowed. The line is a big help to their
running game, which would be the key
to the Saints being a real contender.
The AFC East will be headed by
the Dolphins. The aging Dan Marino is.
hungry for a championship after three
close seasons, and Miami has found
him plenty of targets. The Dolphins'
biggest problem is their offensive line,
which needs to keep Marino off his
back. The Bills should be fighting for
the top spot again this year, but Miami
wants it more. Put some confidence
into the Colts' young team and they'll
be a force to be reckoned with. (Can
you believe Trace and I agree on all
this?)

...- - - - - - - - - - -

Jenny's Predictions

'

NFC East
1. Dallas Cowboys
2. New York Giants
3. Washington Redskins
4. Philadelphia Eagles
5. Phoenix Cardinals

NFC Central
I. Green Bay Packers
2. Detroit Lions
3. Minnesota Vikings
_ 4. Chicago Bears
5. Tampa Bay Buccaneers

NFC West
1. Atlanta FaJcons
2. San Francisco 49ers
3. New Orleans Saints
4. Los Angeles Rams

AFC East
1. Miami Dolphins
2. Buffalo Bills
3. Indianapolis Colts
4. New York Jets
5. New England Patriots

AFC Central
1. Pittsburgh Steelers
2. Houston Oilers
3. Cleveland Browns
4. Cincinnati Bengals

AFC West
1. Kansas City Chiefs
2. San Diego Chargers
3. Denver Broncos
4. Los Angeles Raiders
5. Seattle Seahawks

The Steelers should clinch the
AFC Central without too much of a
fight. Head coach Bill Cowher has
drummed up the enthusiasm of a team
with excellent rushers. The only problem could be stopping the opposition's
running game. Houston will be the
only competition for Pittsburgh. The
Oilers have many talented veterans led
by Warren Moon, who wants a Super
Bowl ring in a big way. It's Houston's
defense that needs help.
Kansas City and San Diego will
vie for the #1 position. If Joe Montana
can find his niche with the Chiefs, they
should make an appearance in the AFC
championship game. But he, like
Marino, needs the offensive line to do
their job. Otherwise, the Chargers will
take over, behind a defense which will
give competitors a big problem-scoring!
As for the big bowl, I see Dallas
repeating, over Miami. One way or
another, free-agency has put some
people in some surprising places, and it
should prove to be a very interesting
season. Stand and cheer football fans,
autumn is here.

ented Green Bay team behind the
running of Barry Sanders. But, don't
count the Pack out . .Reggie White
improves their defense tremendously. Minnesota has Jim
l.
McMahon at quarterback. Are they
\\ kidding? And rounding out the di vi~\ . sion will be the Chicago Bears and
~. ', Tampa Bay Buccaneers. These two
will be bruised and battered as the
ears rebuild and the Buccaneers
try to escape last place once again.
San Francisco is the creme
Trace's Predictions
of the crop in the West. Steve Young
will return soon, bolstering this very
NFC East
talented team. New Orleans has
1. Washington Redskins
2. Dallas Cowboys
quarterback problems, but their tal3. New York Giants
ented defense will keep them close.
4. Philadelphia Eagles
Los Angeles will be competitive. A
5. Phoenix Cardinals
tlanta is flying so low, head Falcon
NFC Central
Jerry Glanville will be looking for a
1. Detroit Lions
job.
2. Green Bay Packers
In the American Football
3. Minnesota Vikings
Conference,
watch out for the Mi4. Chi~go Bears
ami Dolphins. The Dolphins will
5. Tampa Bay Buccaneers
dominate
the East, behind a big year
NFC West
from Dan Marino. A resurgent
1. San Francisco 49ers
2. New Orleans Saints
BoomerEsiason will help New York
...
3. Los Angeles·Rams
rebound from a disasterous 1992
4.Atlanta Falcons
season. Buffalo is coming off three
AFC East
Super Bowl losses. They had their
1. Miami Dolphins
chance. Indianapolis and New En2. New York Jets
gland will keep it interesting.
3. Buffalo Bills
In the Central, Houston's
4. Indianapolis Colts
Jack
Pardee
is on the hot seat. But,
5. New England Patroits
the Oilers should produce enough
AFC Central
to save his job. A potent offense and
1. Houston Oilers
a strong defense make them a play2. Pittsbugh Steelers
3. Cleveland Browns
off contender. If not, new defensive
4. Cincinnati Bengals
coordinator Buddy Ryan is waiting
AFC West
in the wings. Pittsburgh should pack
1. Kansas City Chiefs
a punch on the ground again this
2. San Diego Chargers
year. Cle.veland and Cincinnati will
3. Deilver .aroncos
battle for third place bragging rights.
4. Seattle Seahawks
Joe Montana. Those two words
5. Los Angeles Raiders
produce a flood of playoff and Super Bowl memories. That's just what··
Earlier this year, I predicted Chiefs' fans will be looking for this
the Philadelphia Phillies to finish season. San Diego benefited from a
slightly ahead of the Florida Mar- last place schedule last year. The
lins in the National League East. Bolts will not be so lucky in 1993.
That having been said, I wouldn't Denver is a mediocre squad. Seattle
bet the ranch on any of the follow- might score enough points to win
ing National Football League fore- six games. Finally, Los Angeles is
casts.
just plain bad.
In the National Football ConSo, in the AFC look for the
ference, there's a tendency to faDolphins, Jets, Oilers, Steelers,
vor the Dallas Cowboys. But, this
Chiefs and Chargers in the playoffs.
young team will face a post Super
Meanwhile, the NFC post-season
Bowl let down. The NFC East has
derby will include the Redskins,
weakened, and this should benefit
Cowboys, Lions, Packers, 49ers and
Washington. Watch out for a reSaints.
surgent Mark Rypien. The rest of
Who will win it all? Well, my
the division will fight for a shot at
crystal ball has San Francisco seven
a wildcard slot. The New York
better than Miami. Hey, at least
Giants are rebuilding and the Philathey're more on the mark than Ms.
delphia Eagles have been depleted
off the wall selections.
Duncanson's
by free agency. Meanwhile, the
Phoenix Cardinals are hoping re- Remember, her favorite team is the
cent signee Garrison Hearst helps Giants, so what does she know about
football? Enjoy the action, NFL
pull them from last.
In the NFC Central, first to fans.
last and back again will be Detroit's
Until next week remember, the
motto. The Lions will edge a tal- sports beat goes on!
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Recreational Services
Fall Schedule
•

Event

Community Volleyball
Flag Football
3 on 3 Basketball
Disc Golf
Volleyball
- "\¥ifIle ball
Tennis Singles "A"
Tennis Singles "B"
Baseball
Racquetball Doubles
RecTober Fest '93
Community Softball
Basketball
Bench Press
Soccer

•

•

.,

Deadline

Play

9/2

9/9-11/4
9/13-11/4
9/15-10/20
9/9
9/20-11/4

9n

9/8
9/9
9/13
9/17
10/1
10/8
10/22
10/22
10/29
11/1
11/10
11/15
11/15

9/13

10/2
10/9
10/18-12/2
10/23
10/30
. 11/8-1/24
11/17-2/23
11/16
11/22-2/17

For more iµformation on any Recreational
Services program stop by RS Building #15
(by the pool) or call 823-2408. For equipment availability or racquetball court reservations, call 823-2391.
-~

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
·CALL HOME
CHEAP!

Call from any

··- - - - · -

Monthy Paylllents Fro111

. $292
Per Month P&I

phone, anytime,

anywhere in
the U.S.A. for
25¢ a minute.

WHY PAY RENT?

FOR MORE INFORMATIOI'~,
CALL 240-9437

~ l :!~\M~if!l,\:il;l!l :!l;!:!l:l:! 'l;!i~ !l :l i!ltl!i l

s tu dent special ! ! ! J~:i: ;:i ~l]!i :!l:l;l!: ~l[!'.lr!l!l:l! l:jl:!:l!:!;:l :~:

IPITll1131111

THE

,
( - - -.-FREE- - - - ,

.

I ENROLLMENT WITH
ANY ANNUAL
I
I PROGRAM WITH THIS
I COUPON STUDENTS

I\...

__________
$19.95 PER MONTH

B
M
0

N

_,.../~

•Turbo Bikes
• Sprinl Circuit Training
• Body Building
•Weight Loss
•Juice Bar
•Nursery
• Private Lockers
•Private Showers

ORLANDO
RTNESS

s
R
A

I
I
I
I

• Friendly Atmosphere
•Personal Training
•Computer Fitness Testing
• Co-Ed facility
•Free Weights
•Aerobics
• Exercise cycles
• Slairclimbers

CONNfECTION
-

E.COLONIALDR./STATE RD.SO

MON-THURS
SATURDAY

~

&aed on Nies prle» of
$.53,!IOO L<aA Prcgnm FHA.
I yr ARM 2/1 buy down off ol
51' fnterelte lit yur. Pay l'llte
ftmt )'Qr-3•. &MUAI
ape of 11'. IJfe ap al 51',
marglJI 21'. 3ti MIP reg per
FHA. APR to be .uted. $291.32
P&l. Rate ud terD111Ubjec:.t
to change wihout notice.
Payment. lilted ue formontha
1-16. Montha 17-2193•, mordht

lt;MHC.."'".! CTY

-ciN4-ciY

1-4-~:::::.:r~~dl

P'

(

Ny
Es
0
D

-

2~•,•.'1-&es11o.

G

o

COLONIAL PARK ·

~

HOURS
6AM-11 PM
FRIDAY 6AM-10PM
9 AM-8 PM
SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM

AFFORDABLE· BUY· DEMETREE
1519 Brookebridge Drive • Orlando, Florida 32825

(407) 381-9238
Marketed By Continental National Inc., Lie. Real Estate Broker

6615 E. COLONIAL P.R." ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000
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Young soccer teams take to the field
Men and women kick off their 1993 seasons on the road
By ANDREW VARNON
.
.Staff
• ... ·. Writer
..
"- •

For the 1993 season, the
men's and women's soccerteams
will return with new coaches,
veteran goalkeepers and plenty
of road games. But, their situations will be quite different.
The biggest change in the
program is the two new
coaches. UCF will have an independent coach for each team
instead of one coach for both
squads. Bob Winch, former assistant coach at Clemson, will
lead the men. Former UCF assistant coach KarenRichterwill
return to guide the women.
Winch's new philosophy
will be direct~d at a squad of
new players. The men lost
seven starters from last year's
8-6-2 lineup. But this year's
players will have a new strategy. Winch favors a versatile
pass and support style of play
that allows a quick strike capability on the· attack.
"Everybody attacks, everybody defends," Winch said. "As
long as players keep in mind
their responsibilities on defense, attacking runs can originate from about any position.

on the field."
However, senior goalkeeper
Didier Menard maintair.cd ~;e- ,
defense. He may well be the
Knights' strong point this year.
"We'll have one of the best
defenses I've seen/' he said.
If so, then Menard should be
oneofthekeys. Hefinishedlast
season with a 1.18 goals-against
average in nearly 1,600 minutes
ofplayinnet.He'soneofthefew
returning starters. Other returning starters include defender
Kamal deGregory
and
midfielders Nathan OD).odt and
Jamie Dyson. Todd Drum and
Steve Soistman return and hope
to see more playing time this
season.
The final roster is still up in
the air because of last week's
walk-on tryouts. Whatisknown
is less than half of last year's
roster will return. Winch concedes the Knights will be a
young team, but between· the
walk-ons and the new recruits,
he hopes to be ready for the
upcoming season.
"We have about five or six
quality freshman recruits that
have the ability to play in the
NCAA,'• he said.
The Knights will begin their
first season of Trans America

Athletic Conference title competition ranked fourth (out of
dght teams) in the conference.
In addition to TAAC foes and
some in-state rivals, including
Rollins, Tampa and South
Florida, UCF will face a couple
of teams familiar to Winch from
his days at Clemson: UNCGreensbQroand UNC-Charlqtte.
"They're good teams," said
Winch. "Top-20 [NCAA
ranked] caliber. But those
games come at a good time for
us, about five games into our
schedule. It will be a good
indicationofwhatkindofteam
we have here."
The situation facing Richter and the Lady Knights will
be more subtle. Richter has
spent six years at UCF: two as
the assistant coach for the
women's team under former
coach Bill Barker, and four as
goalkeeper from 1987-90.
The women will return three
of the top five scorers in Amy
Geltz,KellyKocheverandTiffany Schreiner. Returning on
defense will be keeper Heather
BrannandseniordefenderKaren
•- \
Drake. The big gap to be filled ·-------~-----------__.
will be in the midfield. Although
New men's soccer coach, Bob Winch, mulls over the
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Lady Knights prepare for their
second straight TAAC crown .
By JENNY DUNCANSON
·Sports Eciitor

Volleyball head coach Laura Smith hopes to celebrate another
TAAC championship this season. (DeHoog!Future)

If the volleyball coaches of the
Trans America Athletic Conference are
right, UCF will have its second volleyball conference ·championship title in
two years.
In a preseason poll of the conference coaches, the Lady Knights are
predicted to finish on top of the East
division and take first place overall. Of
the 10 possible votes for overall cham-

pion, six went to UCF.
The volleyball squad is one of the
few teams at UCF which did net go
through major changes this year. Head
coach Laura Smith is beginning her
third year with the women. She has a
39-28 record with the Lady Knights
and helped them to last year's title.
Also returning is assistant coach Sandy
Gast.
Smith said her team feels pressure
from the preseason poll, but it's a posi-
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Jordan, Reid battle for _backup
quarterback in training camp
By TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor
The UCF Fighting Knig~us a1e
battling the heat and humidity of
afternoon practices as the regular
season draws closer.Meanwhile, the
Knights have been making news on
and off the field.
Head· coach Gene McDowell
nained five seniors as team captains:
running back Willie English, offen-

sive guard Buster Mills, offensive
guard Doug Schoen, defensive end
David Nelson and defensive back
Steve Wri.ght.
Meanwhile, an interesting quarterback battle has emerged. But, it's
not starter DarinHinshaw'sjob that's
up for grabs. A contest for the backup
slot is being waged by current second-stringer Michael Jordan and
red!:!1iri: fr~~h.nan Kevin Reid.
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Sept. 2-3

Volleyball @ Hofstra Invetationa~

Sept. 4

Women's Soccer@ St. Mary's (@FIU) 1 p.rn

Sept. 5.

Men's Soccer @ Florida Atlantic 7 p.m.

Sept. 6

r~ten's

Soccer@ Nova 7 p.rn.
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